Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox™

Helps Global Organizations Communicate
Effectively and Securely over the Internet

Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox™ provides secure and compliant communication means by connecting you and your contacts
within a completely contained environment over secure network, where all messages and attachments are
encrypted and exchanged while staged apart from an internal email or messaging system.

Business Benefits
Boost productivity

Increase effectiveness

Maximize security

by helping employees perform their
jobs and access corporate data
anytime, anywhere

by making employees more
accessible and responsive using email
on-the-go

by staging and maintaining own
message repository, thus adding
an extra layer of data protection

Improve engagement

Secure documents

Optimize ROI

of employees with real-time
communication and information
sharing

with Kaonsoft DocConverter &
Viewer™, a companion solution
for easy document conversion
and secure viewing

with the use of popular email
servers or corporate legacy
systems side-by-side

Contact Us

877.565.6668

info@kaonsoft.com

www.kaonsoft.com

Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox ™ for
Financial Services

Public Services

Healthcare

Logistics & SCM

Construction
& Energy

Features
Secure Inbox
 Messages and files are staged apart from sources (e.g. Microsoft Exchange)
with AES-256 encryption.
 No information is stored in the device’s local storage.
 Complete messaging features of any email solutions are provided - inbox,
reply, forward, archive, etc.

Secure Document Viewer
 Supports attachments of most file formats – CAD, Word, Excel, PDF, Hwp
 Converts attachments on-the-fly and encrypts them into undecipherable
images which only the Viewer can display
 Utilizes streaming technology which prevents original source file from being
captured or saved locally on mobile device

Technical Specifications

Staged Mailbox
 Completely decoupled from corporate system, this adds an extra layer of
protection for corporate messaging system.
 Thanks to Kaonsoft Adapters™, the corporate system could be a popular
email server such as Microsoft Exchange, or any of the systems Kaonsoft
Adapters™ support, for example, SharePoint, CRM, Excel or plain old XML flat
files.









iOS, Android and Windows Phone support
Integration with any back-end system
Web-based administration portal
Built-in security & user authentication
Real-time data synchronization
Remote software updates
Data recovery & wipe for lost/stolen devices

Our Offering
Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox™, which helps your employees securely exchange private,
sensitive and classified information over the Internet, is offered in an exciting
subscription model, which saves considerable time and cost. Kaonsoft Secure
Mailbox™ is offered in yearly per-instance subscription license. This means  No extra cost in maintenance, operation and upgrades
 No extra cost for each user or each app
Running on Kaonsoft’s Mobilizing-as-a-Service platform. Customization of existing features takes just a few weeks.
Learn more about Kaonsoft Enterprise Mobility Platform™ (KEMP) at www.kaonsoft.com

About Kaonsoft
Established in 2011, Kaonsoft is a software pioneer in MaaS (Mobilizing-as-a-Service), an innovative
service model combining enterprise mobility and cloud technology.





Microsoft’s CEO Nadella mentioning Kaonsoft of its mobile capabilities
Microsoft’s Case Studies features on Kaonsoft
CIO Review picks Kaonsoft as one of “100 Most Promising Microsoft Solution Providers”
Winner of “Best of TechEd North America 2014 Award –Breakthrough Cloud Service Technology”
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